COTTON SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS, SILK MILLS, TOWEL AND RIBBON FACTORIES, ETC.

ABE KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(ABE Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton textiles.


AICHI BUSSAN-GUMI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(AICHI PRODUCTS Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing textiles.


AICHI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(AICHI TEXTILE Co. Ltd.)


Capital : Y.3,000,000; paid up Y.3,000,000; Reserve Y.688,000; Fixed capital Y.4,088,565; Balance brought forward Yen 2,325; Nett profit Y.178,400; Carried forward Y.180,815; Annual dividend not mentioned. Trade Marks for Exports : Lion and Moon, Shirtings. Representative Director : S. Taki. Directors : H. Kato, K. Murata. Manager : J. Hosono. Power : Motors 1110 h.p.; 1 65 h.p.; 1 5 h.p.; 2 100 h.p.; 1 60 h.p.; 1 35 h.p.; 1 h.p.

AISAN ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(AISAN WOVEN GOODS Co., Ltd.)


AJIYA BOSHEKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(AJIYA SPINNING AND WEAVING Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns and textiles.


AKAOKA SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(AKAOKA CLOTH WEAVING Co., Ltd.)

ARI AKI ORIM O NO KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Ar iaki Woven Goods Partnership Ltd.)

Manufacturing textiles.
Average production: 70,000 tana.
Office: 2537, Kannonji, Kannonji machi, Santoyo
Gun, Kagawa Pref. Established: December, 1919. Cap-
tal: Y.5,000, paid up Y.250,000. Directors: Executive
motor, 1-10 h.p.; looms, 60; warping machines, 2; reeling
machines, 3.

ARIMATSU SHIBORI SEIZO KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Arimatsu-Shibori Mfg. Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing textiles.
Office: Arimatsu machi, Chita Gun, Aichi pref. Estab-
lished: November, 1919. Capital: Y.100,000 paid up
Y.25,000. Directors: L. Kuta, K. Hattori, K. Takeda,
K. Miyake, S. Kuta and Y. Hattori.

ASAHI BOSHOKU KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Asahi Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Spinning and weaving silk, wool, hemp and cotton.
Office: 155 Hatsunejima, Minami Sakai machi, Toku-
shima city, Tokushima pref. Established: September, 1919,
Capital: Y.300,000; paid up Y.70,000. Directors: H.
Tada, T. Yagi, S. Nakagawa and M. Kubo.

ASAHI BOSHOKU KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Asahi Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Office: 21 Gofuku cho, Nihonbashii ku, Tokyo city-
Factors: Sendai (Miyagi prefecture) factory: Naga machi,
Natori Gun, Miyagi pref. Established: November, 1919,
Capital: Y.15,000,000; paid up Y.3,750,000. President:
T. Sugawara. Special Managing Director: S. Watanabe,
Managing Directors: T. Yamamoto, Y. Shishinami.
Directors: Z. Ikeda, K. Kada, T. Kawamura, R. Takata,
Auditors: S. Shimoda, K. Tanaka and E. Matsubara.

ASAHI SEIFU KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Asahi Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Office: 12 chome, Yonjo dori, Asahigawa city, Hok-
Directors: C. Matsuura, U. Nomura, Z. Mukai, E. Kudo,
K. Tsuji, O. Murakai and K. Miwa.

ASAHI SHOKUFU KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Asahi Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Office: 157 Obie Shinden, Chaya machi, Kubo Gun,
Okayama pref. Established: September 1918. Capital:
Y.100,000. Directors: H. Yoshida, T. Ogawa, S. Okamoto
and F. Obashi.

ASAI KIYOJO GOSHI KAISHA
(Asai Spinning Factory)

Textiles and yarns.
Office: 4, Nakamachi, Daishoji Machi, Enuma Gun,
Ishikawa Pref. Established: May 1918. Capital: Y.15,-
000. Representative Partner: T. Nума.

ASAKURA BOSHOKU KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Asakura Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton textiles.
Office: 2390 Kogo, Asakura mura, Asakura Gun,
Fukui pref. Established: December, 1912. Capital:
Y.100,000; paid up Y.25,000. Directors: S. Furubayashi,
Y. Furubayashi, S. Uchida, K. Nomura, S. Fujigami
and M. Hayashi. Auditors: K. Furubayashi, U. Kumagai,
Y. Nasuhi and Yohsaku Hayashi.

ASHIGOME KOJO

Manufacturing export crepe.
Office: Shimazu mura, Takano Gun, Kyoto Pref.
Workmen: 155; Gas motor, 1-20 h.p.

ASHIKAGA BOSEKI KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Ashikaga Spinning Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns and cloth.
Office: I, chome, Kojimachi ku, Tokyo city. Estab-
lished: December, 1912. Capital: Y.10,000,000; paid
up Y.2,500,000. Directors: K. Iwahara, S. Ohashi, K.
Nznì, K. Yoshikawa and S. Uchida.

ATAKA ORIM O NO KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Ataka Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing silk textiles.
Office: Ataka machi, Nomi Gun, Ishikawa pref.
Established: September, 1913. Capital: Y.20,000, all
paid up. President: Y. Kubo. Directors: B. Kurita, H.
Kubo. Workmen: 55; motors 1-10 h.p.

BANDAI SHOKUFU KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Bandai Cotton Cloth Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton cloth.
Office: 203 Baba, Oshidachi Mura, Sennan Gun,
Osaka Pref. Established: June, 1918. Capital: Y.500,-
000, all paid up. Directors: K. Mukai, Kinjo Konta,
A. Tanaka, Kinpei Mukai and K. Okino.

BANSHU SHOKUFU KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Banshu Cotton Cloth Co., Ltd.)

All kinds of weaving.
Office: 150 Hojo Machi, Kasai Gun, Hyogo Pref.
Established: October, 1919. Capital: Y.300,000, paid up
Y.75,000. Directors: K. Yamauchi, E. Takada, E.

BIZEN ORIM O NO KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Bizen Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Office: Ishima Mura, Mitsu Gun, Okayama Pref.
Established: May 1913. Capital: Y.500,000, paid up
Y.300,000. Representative Directors: M. Kameyama,
Masazo Kameyama. Directors: T. Ono and M. Kihara.
Manager: H. Hisayama.

BIZEN SHOJI KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Bizen Commercial Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cloths.
Office: 28, Tsuchihara, Shonai Mura, Koshima Gun,
Okayama Pref. Established: October, 1919. Directors:

BUSHU BOSEKI KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(Bushi Spinning Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton thread, cotton cloth.
Office: I Sanchome, Hama cho, Nihonbashiki-ku, Tokyo.
Established: March, 1920. Capital: Y.3,000,000; paid up
CHUOKU SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA


CHUGAI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

Manufacturing yarns, velvets and knitted goods.


CHUGOKU KOYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

Manufacturing cotton cloth and rubber "tabi."


CHUGOKU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA


Capital: Y.5,000,000; paid up Y.1,800,000; No. of Shares, 60,000; Reserve fund, Y.5,000; Debentures and loans Y.95,000; Fixed capital, Y.1,746,785; Term redemption fund, Y.30,000. Balance brought forward, Y.21,517; Net profit Y.38,152; Term reserve, Y.30,000; Carried forward Y.29,969.


CHUOKU SPINNING CO., LTD.

Manufacturing cotton yarn, cotton cloth, etc.

DAISHO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Daisho Textile Co., Ltd.)


DENA SHOKU-FU KOJO

(Dena Weaving Factory)


EBISU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Ebisu Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)


ECHIGO MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Echigo Cotton Textile Co., Ltd.)


EHIME MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Ehime Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)


ETCHU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Etchu Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)


FUJI GAS BOSSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuji Gas Spinning Co., Ltd.)

Operating mills as follows:—

Ogawa Mill: Oshimachi, Minami, Katsushika-ku, Tokyo-fu. Spindles, ring, 13,696. Koyama Mill: Koyama-machi, Shinjuku-ku, Chiyoda-ku, Chiyoda-ku, Katsushika, Kita, Toyo, Spindles, ring, 5,934. Kawasaki Mill: Kawasaki-ku, Kita, Toyo, Spindles, ring, 101,544. Consumption of cotton: Indian 1,349,742 kwan, American, 1,412,196 kwan, Egyptian, 224,170 kwan, Total, 3,031,107 kwan. Total Output 1st Half 1921: 54,988.5 kwan; Exports: 12,040.0 bales. No. of looms, 1,945; Work days, 154.5; Hrs. p.d. 10; Total output 10,969,517 yen; Output of loom p.d. 36.35 yrs; Yarn consumed 2,575,568 lbs; Waste yarn 51,424 lbs; Av. laborers p.d. male 256, female 303; Av. wages p.d. male Y1.462, female Y1.051; Products: Shirtings, calico, twisted cotton cloth, thick stuff, duck clothing for aeroplanes. Shirtings double width, 3,053,313 yrs; treble width, 617,074 yrs, Calico, 2,510,901 yrs. Half twilled, 3,087,895 yrs, thin twilled, 602,330 yrs, Cotton drill, 182,500 yrs, thin drill 434,251 yrs, thick cotton cloth 462,378 yrs, duck cloth 17,012 yrs. Cloth for aeroplane wing 11,216 yrs. Capital: Y1.41,000,000; Paid up Y23,750,000; No. of Shares: 880,000; Reserve, Y1,475,932; Debentures and loan Y2,400,000; Fixed capital, Y2,231,410; Balance brought forward Y1,861,000; Net profit, Y2,532,539; Bonus, Y2,375,000; Term reserve, Y348,972; Carried forward, Y1,689,576; Annual dividend 20%. Trade Marks for Export: Phoenix, Shirtings and drill; Bird, Calico; Girls, White shirtings.

FUJI SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuji Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing silk textiles.


FUJI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuji Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)


FUOKU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuoku Textile Co., Ltd.)


FUOKUDA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuoku Textile Co., Ltd.)


FUOKUI KEN SEIREN KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuoku Prefecture Silk Refining Co., Ltd.)

Refining "Habutai Silk."


FUOKU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuoku Textile Co., Ltd.)


FUOKUTSU KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(Fuokutsu Textile Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Silk Textiles.


FUOKUNAGA ORI KOJO

(Fuokunaga Weaving Works)

Manufacturing Silk Textiles.

20,428 Spindles. **Himeji Works**: Himeji City, Hyog Pref. Manager: H. Funekawa; Boilers, 2; Steam Engine, 1 of 550 h.p.; Generator, 1 of 25 Kilowatts, 11,904 Spindles. **Shibasima Works**: Shibasima Machi, Hyogo Pref. Manager: H. Yoshikuni; Boilers, 3; Steam Engine, 1 of 700 h.p.; Generators, 2 of 40 Kilowatts; 23,852 Spindles. **Sakai Works**: Sakai City, Osaka Pref. Manager: R. Kawai; Boilers, 1 of 550 and 1 of 580 h.p.; Generators, 2 of 12,5 Kilowatts and 1 of 17,18,480 Spindles. **Tokushima Works**: Maegawa Machi, Tokushima City, Tokushima Pref. Manager: M. Akiyama; Vice-Managers: K. Tsutsui, S. Nagano, H. Moriwake; Boilers, 6; Generators, 1 of 100 and 2 625 Kilowatts; 54,140 Spindles, 1,048 looms.

**FUKUSHIMA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Fukushima Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)


**FUKUSHIMA HABUTAI KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Fukushina Habutai Co., Ltd.)


**FUKUSHIMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Fukushima Textile Co., Ltd.)


**FUKUYAMA NENSHI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Fukuyama Silk Thread Weaving Co., Ltd.)


**FUNAKOSHI SHOTEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Funakoshi Co., Ltd.)


**FUTAMI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Futami Spinning Co., Ltd.)


**GEISAI SHIKIFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Seisei Clothe Weaving Co., Ltd.)


**GIFU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Gifu Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)


**GISEIDO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Giseido Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton textiles, raw silk; silkworm egg cards.

Average production: Y.2,000,000.


**GODO MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(United Cotton Cloth Co., Ltd.)


**GODO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(United Textile Co., Ltd.)


**GONAI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Gonai Clothe Weaving Co., Ltd.)

GOSHU BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Goshu Spinning Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing thread.
Office: 50 Nichome, Nakashimadai, Kita-ku, Osaka.
Established: November, 1918. Capital: ¥2,500,000, paid up.
Engineer: T. Ogawa; Manager: S. Morimura.
10,000 Spindles.

GOTA SEIMEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Gota Cotton Manufacturing Co., Ltd.)
Office: Hon Machi, Koeki City, Koeki Pref.
Established: October, 1919. Capital: ¥250,000, paid up.

GYODA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Gyoda Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing cotton yarns, cloth, bleaching, etc.
Office: Shinobi-machi, Kita-Saitama Gun, Saitama Pref.
Established: March, 1920. Capital: ¥300,000, paid up.
Directors: C. Koike, K. Ohmichi, G. Ishigami, S. Kihei, and M. Mori.

HACHIJOI KINUORI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hachi-Joi Silk Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Office: 44 Yokoo Machi, Hachi-Joi City, Tokyo Pref.
Established: January, 1920. Capital: ¥1,000,000, paid up.

HAFO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Harun Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing White Cotton Cloths.
Office: Hafutato, Sannan Gun, Osaka Pref.
Established: June, 1911. Capital: ¥55,000, paid up.
Gas Motor, 1 of 40 h.p.

HAGIWARA SHOKUFU KOJO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hagiwara Cloth Weaving Works)
Office: Onchi Minami Takayama, Naga-kawachi Gun, Osaka Pref.

HAKUSHU BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hakushu Spinning Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloths and Yarn, Silk Cloths and Yarn and Woollen Yarn.
Office: 892 Mikiya Machi, Seihaku Gun, Tottori Pref.

Hanada Orimono Kabushiki Kaisha
(Hanada Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Office: 192 Tajime, Yamajiku Shiita Mura, Sannan Gun, Osaka Pref.

HANEDA MENKO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Haneda Cotton Co., Ltd.)
Head Office: No. 8 Nichome, Honda Machi Dori, Nishi-ku, Osaka. Mill: Tashimashinae, Asagashigun, Ookayama-ku. Spindles, rings, 8,922. Consumption of Cotton: Indian 86,143 kwan, American 6,040 kwan, Chinese 2,642 kwan, Saigon and Annamese 15,707 kwan, Others 3,784, Total 114,385. Total Output 1st half 1921: 1,752 bales. Capital: ¥700,000, paid up, ¥700,000; Reserve: ¥1,188,121; Debentures and Loan: ¥250,000; Fixed-capital: ¥1,078,809; Redemption fund ¥5,000; Balance brought forward ¥29,672; net profit Yen 65,935; Bonus. Y. 45,500; Term reserve ¥15,000; Carried forward ¥35,107; Annual div. 13 per cent. Trade Marks for Eports: Chinese boys Left 20's. Representative Director: T. Hanada. Directors: S. Hanada, I. Handa and K. Sugawara. Manager: S. Yanagihara. Shanghai Branch Office: 93, Kyuko Road, Shanghai, China.

HANEDA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Haneda Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloths.
Office: 195 Hanada, Asago Mori, Sannan Gun, Osaka Pref.
Established: September, 1919. Capital: ¥1,100,000, paid up.

HANNAN BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hannan Spinning Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing Cotton Spinning and Cloths.
Office: 13 Itchome, Awaji Machi, Higashi-ku, Osaka.
Established: October, 1919. Capital: ¥500,000, paid up, ¥125,000. Directors: S. Tsurunaka, K. Fujiiwara and C. Okamura.

HANSEN SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hansen Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing White Cotton Cloth.
Average Production: 290,000 Tan.
Office: 55 Narutaki, Sannan Gun, Osaka Pref.

HARIMA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Harima Weaving and Spinning Co., Ltd.)

HARUE ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Harue Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing Silk Habutai, Crepe and Pongee.
Average Production: 600,000 Yen.
Office: 8 Tanekuni, Harue Mura, Sakai Gun, Fukui Pref.
Established: December, 1919. Capital: ¥500,000,

HARUKI SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HARUKI COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)


HASHIDATE ORIMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HASHIDATE ORIMO WEAVING CO., LTD.)


HATTORI SHOTEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HATTORI LTD., LTD.)


HAYANO SHOKUFU KOJO
(HAYANO COTTON CLOTH WORKS)


HAYASHIMA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HAYASHIMA SPINNING CO., LTD.)


HEIWA ORIMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HEIWA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)


HEIWA KITOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HEIWA WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)


HIDAKA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HIDAKA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)


HIGASHII ORIMO KOMI NA KOJO
(HIGASHII SPINNING WORKS)


HIKSA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HIKSA COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)


HINENO ORIMO KOMI NA KAISHA
(HINENO SPINNING PARTNERSHIP)


HINODE BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(HINODE SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)


Capital: Y.10,000,000, paid up Y.4,750,000. Reserve: Y.780,000; Fixed capital, Y.2,772,468; Redemption fund, Y.100,000; Balance brought forward, Y.461,517; Net profit, Y.463,281; Bonus, Y.380,000; Term reserve, Y.80,000; Carried forward, Y.454,789; Annual dividend, 10 per cent. and 6 per cent. extra. Trade Marks for Exports: Ring Left 20's, Sunrise Left 20's.

HINODE HONUNO GOSHI KAISHA
(Hinode Canvas Ltd., Partnership.)

Manufacturing Cotton Canvas.

Average production: 350,000 yards.


Workmen: 65. Power: Electric Motors, 1 of 20 h.p. 1 of 10 h.p. Machinery: Weaving Machines, 20; Twisters, 4; Weft Winders, 2; Weft Winders, 2; Warping Machines, 3.

HINOMOTO KENMO BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hinomoto Silk and Woolen Weaving and Spinning Co., Ltd.)


HOKOKU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hokoku Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing All kinds of Silk Cloths.


HOKUKU KENPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hokoku Silk Cloth Co., Ltd.)


HOKUKU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hokoku Weaving Co., Ltd.)


HOKUKU SEIKEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hokoku Silk Manufacturing Co., Ltd.)


HOSOI ORIMONO HON KOJO
(Hozoi Main Weaving Works)

Manufacturing Silk Cloth.


HIRAISHI SHOTEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hiraishi Shop Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton Yarn and cloth.


HIRAMATSU SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hiramatsu Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Silk and Cotton Cloth.


HIRANO KIGYO JO
(Hirano Weaving Works.)

Manufacturing Silk and Crepe.


HIRANO SEIMEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hirano Cotton Mfg. Co., Ltd.)


HIRANO SHOKUFU KOJO
(Hirano Weaving Works.)

Manufacturing Cotton Flannel.


HIROSHIMA ORIMONO KAKO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Hiroshima Weaving Works, Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton and Silk, Dyeing.


ICHIMURA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Ichimura Spinning Co., Ltd.)

ICHINOMIYA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(ICHINOMIYA WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Dyeing and Weaving Works.


IHARA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(IHARA SPINNING CO., LTD.)


IKESHIMA KYU SHOKUFU KOJO

(IKESHIMA KYU CLOTH WEAVING WORKS)


IMADATE YORITO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(IMADATE WEAVING CO., LTD.)


IMAHARU BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(IMAHARU SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Cotton Yarn and Spinning.


IMAHARU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(IMAHARU WEAVING CO., LTD.)


INAOKA SHOTEN HONTEN KOJO GOMEI KAIHISHA

(INAOKA STORE MAIN WORKS.)

Manufacturing Towels.


INNO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(INNO WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing All kinds of Cotton Flannels.


INOUE KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(INOUE WEAVING CO., LTD.)


INOUE SHOJI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(INOUE TRADING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Sills, Cotton Cloths and Cotton Yarns.


ISE ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(ISE WEAVING CO., LTD.)


ISHIBASHI SEIFU JO

(ISHIBASHI COTTON CLOTH WORKS.)

Manufacturing Cotton Flannels.


ISHICHO MENFU SERI KOJO

(ISHICHO COTTON ADJUSTMENT WORKS) Manufacturing Cotton Cloth and Calicos.

ISHITSU SARASHI SEISEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(ISHITSU BLEACHED COTTON REFINERY CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Wide Bleached Cotton.
Office: Shimo-Ishitsu, Hanamada Machi, Senpoku
500,000, paid up, Y.375,000. Representative Director:
S. Nakai; Directors: K. Ishida, W. Wada, I. Shinada
and M. Kawasaki. Workmen: 40; Motor, 1 of 32 h.p.

IZUME ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUME WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Office: Kami Izube, Izube Mura, Hogetsu Gun,
Okayama Pref. Established: April, 1920. Capital:
Y.360,000, paid up Y.75,000. Directors: B. Torigoe,

IZUMI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUMI SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Yarn and Cloth.
Office: Harukita, Kita Kamon Mura, Sen Nan Gun,
Osaka Pref. Established: May, 1912. President: F.
Taniguchi; Managing Director: R. Uno. Directors:
J. Shirai, T. Yarnamoto, N. Taka and K. Nakahara.
Engines: 2. Nakahara and J. Togami. Manager:
S. Morichi. Workmen: 1,345; Boilers, 6; Steam
Engines, 1 of 800 h.p.; 1 of 800 h.p.; 1 set of 1,000 k.w.;
26,536 Ring Spindles; Looms, 612.
Consumption of: Indian, 462,232 kwan;
American, 85,967 kwan; Korean, 46,422 kwan; Chinese
24,039 kwan. Output, 1st half 1921: 10,882 bales.
Exports: None. No. of Looms: 612, Work days: 127;
Hrs. p.d. 10; Total output, 1,189,824 yds. Output of
loom p.d., 36.31 yds.; Yarn consumed, 521,436 yds.;
Waste yarn, 1,358; Av. laborers p.d. male 47, fem. 181;
Av. wages p.d., male Y.1.316, fem. Y.1.138. Products:
Cotton Shirtings, 1,106,534 yds.
Capital: Y.6,000,000; Paid up, Y.3,750,000; Re-
serve, Y.910,000; Debentures and loan, Y.240,000.
Fixed capital, Y.2,376,108; Redemption fund, Y.50,000;
Balance brought forward, Y.878,850; Net profit, Y.
176,196; Bonus, Y.300,000; Term reserve, Y.50,000;
Carried forward, Y.466,049; Annual div., 16 per cent.

IZUMI HISHI ORI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUMI DIAPER WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing White Cloths.
Office: Tsuruta Mura, Senhoku Gun, Osaka Pref.
Established: December, 1919. Capital: Y.100,000;
paid up, Y.35,000. Directors: K. Miyama, K. Tanjita,
I. Ikeyama, G. Inouye and Y. Ikeyama. Workmen:
35; Gas Motor, 1 of 25 h.p.; Motor, 1 of 3 k.w.

IZUMI MENTU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUMI COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing all kinds of Cotton Cloths.
Average Production: 152,000 tan.
Office: Tsuruhara, Kita Nakadoki Mura, Sennan
Gun, Osaka Pref. Works: located in Hafu and Naga-
saki.
Established: July, 1912. Capital: Y.1,000,000;
paid up, Y.520,000; Reserve, Y.182,000; No. of Shares,
20,000. Directors: K. Matsunomi, K. Matsunuma, K.
Ono and K. Asano. Workmen: 400; Steam Engine,
2 of 90 h.p.; 1 of 25 h.p.; 1 of 60 h.p; Boiler, 1 of 25 h.p.;
1 of 20 h.p.; 1 of 12 h.p.; 1 of 35 h.p. Toyoda Type
Looms, 382; Harada Type, 110; Starching, 3;
Starch Drying, 1; Shearing, 1; Calender, 2; Winding,
2; Motor lapping, 1; Generators, 4.

IZUMII ORIMONO SHO
(IZUMII WEAVING WORKS)
Office: 212 Imazato, Kamitsu Mura, Nishi Nari Gun,
Osaka Pref. Business Office: 41 Kikigawa Machi,
Kita-ku, Osaka. Established: January, 1920. Repre-
sentative Director: I. Izumi. Workmen: 48; Motor, 1 of
210 h.p.

IZUMI SHIKIFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUMI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloths and Yarns.
Office: Anashi Mura, Senpoku Gun, Osaka Pref.
Established: March, 1912. Capital: Y.200,000,
all paid up. President: Y. Nakata. Managing Di-
rector: Y. Takahashi. Director: K. Obiya. Workmen:
164; Gas Engine, 1 of 75 h.p.; Gas Motor, 1 of 58 h.p.;
Motor, 1 of 20 kilowatts.

IZUMI SHIN ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUMI NEW WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Tsujiyama, Y. Fujinami and S. Inouye.

IZUMI TOWEL KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUMI TOWEL CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Towelling and Wide Cotton Cloths.
Office: Kumanoguchi Mura, Sennan Gun, Osaka Pref.
Capital: Y.100,000, all paid up. Directors: I. Sakagami,
S. Sakagami and K. Komichi. Motors, 2 of 50 h.p.;
Towel looms, 42; Cotton Cloth looms, 40.

IZUMO HONUNO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(IZUMO CANVAS CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Canvas and Rope, Band condenser
Packing.
Office: Kaizuka Machi, Sennan Gun, Osaka Pref.
Established: April, 1918. Capital: Y.300,000; Paid up,
Y.220,000. President: R. Sano. Directors: Y. Ojiki,
T. Yashita, S. Iwas and Y. Kawamori. Advisers:

JITSUGYO SEIMEN SHO
(JITSUGYO COTTON MFG., WORKS)
Workmen: 21; Electric Motors, 1 of 15 h.p.; 3 of 85 h.p.;
Water Wheel, 96 h.p.

JOMO BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JOMO SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Silk Textiles.
Office: 19, Minami Kenroku Cho, Kyojai i Ku,
1,000,000; Paid up, Y.250,000. Directors: K. Taufi,
S. Hirose and T. Kokubo.

JOMO KINUORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JOMO SILK CLOTH CO., LTD.)
Office: 241, Shinjuku, Kiryu City, Gunma Pref.
Established: October, 1918. Capital: Y.100,000; Paid
up, Y.25,000. Directors: K. Shishido, K. Mishima,
JOMO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JOMO CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Isezaki Silk Stuff.

JOMO SENSOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JOMO WEAVING AND DYEING CO., LTD.)

KADOMAGAWA KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KADOMAGAWA TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Woolen and Silk Textiles.

KAGA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KAGA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

KAGOSHIMA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KAGOSHIMA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton yarn and cloth.

KAI YORIITO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KAI TWIST THREAD TEXTILE CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Silk Twist Threads and Fabrics.

KAIZUKA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KAIZUKA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton cloth.

KAKIHANA SHOKU FU KOJO KAISHA
(KAKIHANA CLOTH WEAVING WORKS)

KAMEKAWA SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KAMEKAWA CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloth and Kaii Goods.

KAMEKAWA SHOKU FU KOJO
(KAMEKAWA CLOTH WEAVING WORKS)
Manufacturing “Kanto” Silk Cloth.
Average Production: 150,000 tan.
Office: Kambe, Fukaya Gun, Hiroshima Pref. Established: April, 1921. Representative Director: S. Kamkawa. Workmen: (men) 50; (women) 50; Gas Motor, 1 of 35 h.p.; Nakamura Type Looms, 80; Toyota Type Looms, 80. Takeda First Branch Works.

KAMITANI SHOJI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KAMITANI TRADING CO., LTD., OMACI WORKS)
Manufacturing White Cotton.

KANAZAWA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANAZAWA SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Yarns. 
Capital: ¥5,000,000; Paid up, ¥2,500,000; Reserve, ¥50,360; Fixed capital, ¥1,978,313; Redemption fund, ¥30,200; Balance brought forward, ¥49,291; Net profit, ¥30,461; Bonus, 62,500; Term reserve, ¥3,900; Carried forward, ¥4,352; Annual dividend, 5 per cent. Trade Marks for Exports: Gold Treasures, 5th of Leib 20, 40's. Average Production: 2,228,000 ydn.

KANAZAWA SEIMEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANAZAWA COTTON MFG. CO., LTD.)

KANEGAFUCHI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANEGAFUCHI SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Yarn, Cloth, Silk thread and Cloths. 
Capital: ¥1,747,650; Paid up, ¥1,578,970; Reserve, ¥30,250,799; Debentures and loan ¥2,500,000; Fixed capital, ¥1,916,707; Redemption fund ¥1,000,000; Balance brought forward ¥6,886,686; Net profit ¥6,817,083; Bonus, ¥5,255,440; Term reserve, ¥900,000; Carried forward ¥7,288,249; Annual dividend, 20 per cent. and 50 per cent. special.

COTTON SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS
Hyogo Works: Higashi Ikejiri, Kobe City, Hyogo Pref. Manager: H. Fujiwara; 97,296 Spindles; Looms, 1,085.

Sumoto Works: Sumoto Machi, Awaji Province. Manager: Y. Nakajima; 69,808 Spindles; Looms, 1,205.
Kurume Works: Kurume City, Kurume City. Manager: S. Hayashi; 15,528 Spindles.

Nagata Works: Toyota Mura, Shimoke Gun, Oita Pref. Manager: K. Takono; 10,752 Spindles; Looms, 379.
Takasago Works: Takasago Machi, Kako Gun, Hyogo Pref. Manager: H. Nagami; 37,440 Spindles.
Okayama Works: Hanabata, Okayama City, Okayama Pref. Manager: K. Takigawa; 14,528 Spindles; Looms, 941.
Saita Works: Saitaichi Machi, Kamimichi Gun, Okayama Pref. Manager: T. Watanabe; 21,072 Spindles; Looms, 665.
Ozaki Works: Joto Mura, Higashi Nari Gun, Osaka Pref. Manager: S. Miyake; 101,544 Spindles; Looms, 1,891.
Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 4,088,000 kwan; American, 3,427,823 kwan; Egyptian, 224,788 kwan; Korean, 31,890 kwan; Others, 4,967 kwan; Total, 7,778,131 kwan. Total Output 1st half 1921: 138,708 bales. Exports: 6,651 bales. No of looms 7,517; Work days, 152.5; hrs. p.d, 12.16; Total output 72,313,810 yds.; Output of loom p.d. 65,70 yds; yarn consumed, 17,153,153 lbs; Waste yarn, 97,012 lbs; Av. labors p.d. male, 1,278, fem, 5,987; Av. wages p.d. male ¥1,679, fem ¥1,157, Products, Raw cloth 30,646,000 yds., Shirtings Common width, 11,064,440 yds., double width, 10,531,830 yds., treble width, 6,292,740 yds., drill 13,808,800 yds.
Trade Marks for Exports: Drilla, Rhincos, Fan, Flying Fish, Butterfly, Raw cloth, Yardage Bird, Indian Gun, Butterfly, Tiger, Two Butterflies, Rose cloth, Dragons, Dragon, Bankakuchu. Shirtings, Quiver, Wheel, Map, Butterfly and New Moon.

SILK SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS
Kyoto Works: Kami Biraki, Takano, Kami Kyoku, Kyoto City. Manager: D. Iwasaki. Engineer: S. Takigawa; 27,998 Spindles; Looms, 539.
Kamikyo Works: Higashi Takaya Machi, Kami Kyoku, Kyoto City. Manager: Z. Iuchi; 8,100 Spindles.
Shi Kyo Works: Hachiyo Kudaru, Shimokyo-ku, Kyoto City. Manager: M. Suzuki; 9,000 Spindles.
Okayama Silk Works: Kodota Omichi, Okayama City, Okayama Pref. Manager: S. Asakura; 11,700 Spindles.
Shinmachi Works: Shin Machi, Tano Gun, Gunma Prefecture. Manager: H. Yamada; 7,000 Spindles; Looms, 2; Twist thread Machines, 30.
Yodogawa Works: Manager: S. Toda.
Kofu Works: Manager: Y. Osawa; Machines, 708.
Hikone Works: Manager: S. Sakuma; 288 Machines.

KANEYOSHI ORIMONO KOJO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANEYOSHI TEXTILE WORKS CO., LTD.)
KANSAI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANSAI SPINNING & WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Capital: Y.3,000,000; Paid up, Y.2,000,000; Reserve, Y.125,000; Debentures and Loan, Y.7,575,000; Fixed Capital, Y.4,651,124; Balance brought forward, Y.447,552. Net profit, Y.123,228; Carried forward Y.76,163; Annual div. none. Trade Marks for Export: Carp, 32a.

KANSAI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANSAI SPINNING & WEAVING CO., LTD.)

KANTO KINUGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANTO SILK INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)

KANZAKI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANSAI SPINNING & WEAVING CO., LTD.)

KANZAKI WABO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANZAKI JAPANESE SPINNING CO., LTD.)

KASAHARA SHOTEN GOMEI KAISHA
(KASAHARA SHOP UNLIMITED Partnership)

KASAI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KASAI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

KASEN BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KANSAI SPINNING & WEAVING CO., LTD.)

KASHIMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KASHIMA Textile CO., LTD.)

KASHIWANO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KASHIWANO TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

KATAKURA SEISEI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KATAKURA SILK THREAD SPINNING CO., LTD.)

KATO SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KATO WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)

KATSUMAYA SHINEI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KATSUMAYA SHINEI TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

KATSUMURA SHOTEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KATSUMURA SHOP, LTD.)
KATSUYAMA KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Textile Industry Co., Ltd.)


KATSUYAMA ORIMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Textile Industry Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing all kinds of Textiles.

KATSUYAMA SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Textile Industry Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Textiles.

KAWACHI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Kawachi Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton cloth, Calico and Muslin. Average Production: Cotton, 140,000 bales; Calico, 110,000 yards; Muslin, 90,000 yards.

KAWAMORI SHOKU FU KOJO
(Kawamori Weaving Works)

Manufacturing Calicoes.

KAWASAKI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Kawasaki Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton Cloths.

KAWATSURA ORIMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Kawatsu Textile Co., Ltd.)

Silk and Cotton Weaving and Dyeing.

KIBI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Kibi Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)


KII BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Kii Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton yarns and textiles and knitted goods.

KIKUCHI SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Kikuchi Weaving Co., Ltd.)


KIMURA KAMBEY SENKO JO
(T. Kimura's Dyeing Works)

Business: Textile dyeing.
Office: Ayakoi-kudaru, Shimmachi, Kyoto City, Kyoto Pref. Proprietor: K. Kimura. Engineer: K. Kimura. Workmen: 23; Motor, 1 of 31 hp; boiler; dye and washing; pump; drying machine; spinning machine, etc.

KINKA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Kinka Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)


KINUKAWA SHOKUFU KOJO
(Kinukawa Weaving Factory)

Manufacturing twilled cotton cloths, cotton flannels, silkets, linen, etc.
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KISHIMOTO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KISHIMOTO WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)

KISHIMURA SHOKUFU KOJO
(KISHIMURA TEXTILE FACTORY)

KISHIWADA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KISHIWADA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Average Production: Cotton yarns, 70,000 bales cotton textiles, 120,000 tan.

KISHIWADA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KISHIWADA WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)

KISHIWADA SHOKUFU KOJO
(KISHIWADA TEXTILE FACTORY)

KITAMURA GOMEI KAISHA
(KITAMURA PARTNERSHIP)

KITANO SHOKUFU GOMEI KAISHA
(KITANO WEAVER PARTNERSHIP)

KITANO SHOKUFU KOJO
(KITANO WEAVER FACTORY)

KITANO TOWEL KOJO
(KITANO TOWEL FACTORY)

KIYO SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KIYO WEAVER CO., LTD.)

KIYOSU MENNO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KIYOSU COTTON AND WOOL SPINNING CO., LTD.)

KOGYO SHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)
KOJIMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KOJIMA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Silk and Cotton Cloth.

KOMATSU GODO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KOMATSU UNITED TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing All kinds of Textiles.

KOMATSU MEMPU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KOMATSU COTTON TEXTILE CO., LTD.)


KOMORI MEMPBU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KOMORI COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton and Silk Textiles.

KONDO BOSEKI SHO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KONDO SPINNING FACTORY, LTD.)


KORIYAMA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KORIYAMA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Cotton yarns, cotton and silk textiles.

KORIYAMA SHOKUFI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KORIYAMA WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing white cotton textiles, mosquito netting.

KUBOTA ORIMONO KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KUBOTA TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)


KUMATORI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KUMATORI TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Flannel and Cotton Cloth.

KURASHIKI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(KURASHIKI SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Spinning and Weaving.

Capital : Y.15,000,000 ; paid up Y.9,375,000 ; Reserve Y.4,050,000 ; Debentures and loan Y.1,380,000 ; Fixed capital Y.7,240,350 ; Redemption fund, Y.80,219 ; Balance brought forward Y.1,395,151 ; Net profit, Y.95,372 ; Bonus Y.1,125,000 ; Term reserve Y.200,000 ; Carried forward Y.768,423 ; Annual div. 16 per cent and 8 per cent extra. Trade Marks for Exports : 3 Red Horses, 16, 20, 30, 32, 40's, 3 Gold Horses 16 and 32's.

KURASHIKI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KURASHIKI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)


KURASHIKI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KURASHIKI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)


KURUME KASURI SEIZO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KURUME FIGURE CO., LTD.)


KURUME ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KURUME TEXTILE CO., LTD.)


KYOKUTO KEMP KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KYOKUTO KEMP KABUSHIKI KAISHA)


KYORITSU BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KYORITSU SPINNING CO., LTD.)


KYORITSU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KYORITSU WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)


KYOSUI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KYOSUI WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)


KYOSUI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KYOSUI WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns and textiles, knitted goods, cotton flannel etc. Production : 1921, cotton 372,000 kyan ; flannel textiles, 5,272,900 yards.


KYOTO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (KYOTO WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)


MAEKAWA SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (MAEKAWA CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

MARUIMA MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(MARUIMA COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)


MATSUDA SHOKU FU KOJO

(MATSUDA CLOTH WEAVING WORKS)

Manufacturing White Cotton.

MATSUDA KENSHI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(MATSUDA SILK THREAD SPINNING CO., LTD.)


MATSUOKA SHOKU FU KOJIKABUSHIKIKAISHA

(MATSUOKA S. & W. Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns and cloth.

MATSUOKA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(MATSUOKA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)


MATSUYAMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(MATSUYAMA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing "Iyokasuri"

MATSUYAMA SENSOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(MATSUYAMA DYEING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)
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MATSUZAKA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MATSUZAKA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

MATSUZAKA MOMEM KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MATSUZAKA COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)
Office: Kiyou, Kanbe Mura, Iinan Gun, Miyi Pref. Established: December, 1918. Capital: Y.2,000,000; Paid up, Y.60,000. Representatives: Director: D. Hashiba. Directors: S. Ono and N. Ono. Boiler, 1; Motors, 2 of 50 H.P.; Toyoda Type Looms 220; Toyoda Type Reeling Machines, 12; and 5 other looms.

MATTO ORIMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MATTO TEXTILE CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing "Habutae" Silk and Export Silk. Average Production: 6,000 Hiki.
Office: Matto Machi, Ishitaka Gun, Ishitaka Pref. Established: December, 1918. Capital: Y.2,500,000; Paid up, Y.60,000; Reserve: Y.1,000. President: M. Yamao. Vice-President: M. Nagai. Director: T. Suzuki. Workers: 50; Motor, 1 of 7.5 h.p.; 1 of 30 h.p.; looms, 93; Sizing Machines, 3; Reeling Machines, 4.

MEIJI BOSEKI GOSHI KAISHA
(MEIJI SPINNING CO.)
Manufacturing Cotton Yarns. Office: No. 1 and 2; Tohama machi, Onga Gun, Fukuoka Pref. Branch Office: 37 Tosabori Urashima, Nishi-ku, Osaka city. Manager: M. Takenaka. Establish: August, 1908. Capital: Y.3,000,000; Paid up, Y.2,000,000. Representatives: K. Matsumoto and E. Yamaoka. Workers: 1,292; No. 1 and 2 Mill: Steam Engines, 9; Motors, 6; Spindles, 53,352. Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 194,792 kwan; American, 106,128 kwan; Total, 300,920 kwan. Total Output, 1st half 1921: 5,691 bales. Exports: 710.6 bales. Work days, 16; hrs. p.d. 10.27; Total Output: 574,930; Output of Yarn p.d. 37.84; Yarn consumed, 114,488; Waste yarn, 3,302; Av. laborers p.d. male, 28, fem. 120; Av. wages p.d. male, Y.1.45; Fem. Y.95; Products shirtings (treble width) 574,930 yds.
Average Production in a Year: Cotton yarn 10,659 bales; calico, 2,199,214 yards.

MEIJI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MEIJI SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

MIE BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MIE SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

MIKAWA ORIMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MIKAWA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)
Average Production: 3,500,000 tons.

MIKAWA SHOKU SAN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MIKAWA TEXTILE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.)

MIKAWA ORIMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MIKAWA TEXTILE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.)

MINAMI HONUNO KOJO
(MINAMI CANVAS WORKS)

MINATO ORIMOKABUSHIKIKAISHA
(MINATO CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

MISHIMA BOSEKI SHO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(MISHIMA SPINNING WORKS LTD.)

MITAMURA KIGYOJO
(MITAMURA WEAVING WORKS)
MITSUGAYAMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Mitsugayama Textile Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing Cotton Textiles. 

MITSUGU SHOKUFU KOJO
(Mitsugu Cloth Weaving Works)
Manufacturing Wide Cotton Cloth. 

MIWA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Miwa Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing White Cotton Cloth. 

MIZUNOMI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Mizunomi Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)

MORI KOJO
(Mori Works)
Manufacturing Cotton Flannel. 

MORIOKA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Morioke Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloth. 
Average Production, 50,000 Tan. 

MORI SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Mori Weaving Co., Ltd.)

MUYA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Muya Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing “Awa” Cloth, Cotton Flannel and Cotton yarn. 

NAGASAKI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Nagasaki Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing Cotton Yarn. 

NAGOYA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Nagoya Spinning Co., Ltd.)

NAGOYA KENSHI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Nagoya Silk Thread Spinning Co., Ltd.)

NAGOYA MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Nagoya Cotton Cloth Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing cotton yarn and cloth. 
NAIGAI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAIGAI SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing cotton yarn, crepe, "Ayamomen."

NAIGAI WATA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAIGAI COTTON CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing silk textiles, cotton yarns and textiles.

NAKABAYASHI ORIMONO KOJO
(NAKABAYASHI TEXTILE WORKS)
Manufacturing cotton cloth.

NAKACHU KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAKACHU TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)

NAKAIZUMI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAKAIZUMI TEXTILE CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing white cottons.

NAKASHICHI MOMEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAKASHICHI COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)

Machines, 5, Second Works: Takarano Waki, Okada Machi, Chida Gun, Aichi Pref. Gas Engines, 2 of 150 h.p.; Toyoda Type Looms, 26; Calendar, 1; Sizing Machine, 1.

NAKAYAMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAKAYAMA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

NAKANISHI SEIMEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAKANISHI COTTON MFG. CO., LTD.)

NAN-ETSU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NAN-ETSU TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

NANIWA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NANIWA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Yarns and Towels.
Average Production: Cotton Cloth, 400,000 Ten.; Towels, 800,000 Dozen.

NANIWA KEORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NANIWA WOOLEN TEXTILE CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Woolen, Cotton and Silk. Textiles.
NANKAI BIRODO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NANKAI VELVET CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Velvetts, and other Textiles.

NANKAI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NANKAI SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

NANKAI MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NANKAI COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)

NANSEI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NANSEI SPINNING CO., LTD.)

NANYO MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NANYO COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)

NIHON BIRODO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN VELVET CO., LTD.)

NIHON BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

NIHON HABUTAE KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NIHON HABUTAE CO., LTD.)

NIHON HONUNO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN CANVAS CO., LTD.)

NIHON KATAN-ITO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN MACHINE COTTON CO., LTD.)

NIHON KEMP KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN SILK TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

NIHON KENMEN BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN SILK-COTTON SPINNING CO., LTD.)
NIHON KENMO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN SILK-WOOL SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Office: 3 Ringo machi, Higashi Ku, Osaka city.

NIHON KINU BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN SILK SPINNING CO., LTD.)

NIHON KINUORI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN SILK TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

NIHON LINEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN LINEN CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Linen Textiles.

NIHON MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing T-cloths.

NIHON MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN COTTON TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

NIHON MENKWA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN RAW COTTON CO., LTD.)

NIHON MENSFI FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN COTTON THREAD AND CLOTH CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Silk, Cotton, and Linen Thread, etc.

NIHON MENSFI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN COTTON YARN CO., LTD.)

NIHON ORIMO NO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

NIHON ORIMO NO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

NIHON ORIMO NO SEIRI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN TEXTILE REFINING CO., LTD.)
NIHON SEI MEN KABUSHI KI KAISHA
(JAPAN COTTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.)

NIHON SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN WEAVING CO., LTD.)

NIHON SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN WEAVING CO., LTD.)

NIHON SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN COTTON WEAVING CO., LTD.)

NIHON TOWEL KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN TOWEL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)

NIHON VELVET KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN VELVET CO., LTD.)

NISHIBABA KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISHIBABA COTTON CO., LTD.)

NISHIJIN ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISHIJIN COTTON WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Nishijin Brocade and other Silk Textiles for Export.


NISHIMURA KIGYO JO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISHIMURA LOOM WORKS CO., LTD.)

NISHINO BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISHINO WEAVING AND SPINNING CO., LTD.)

NISHINO SHOKUFU KOJO
(NISHINO COTTON WEAVING WORKS)

NISHIO SHOKUFU KOJO
(NISHIO COTTON WEAVING WORKS)

NISHIURA MOMEN SHOKAI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISHIURA COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)

NISHIYAMA KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISHIYAMA LOOM WORKS CO., LTD.)
NISSHIN BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(JAPAN-CHINA SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton yarn and Cloth.

NISSHI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISSHI SPINNING CO., LTD.)

NISSHI KENPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NISSHI SILK CO., LTD.)

NIWA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NIWA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Various Textiles.

NUMAKUMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(NUMAKUMA CLOTH WEAVER CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing "Bingoshima" Cloth. Average Production, 150,000 Tan.

OBU SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(OBU CLOTH WEAVER CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloth.

ODAWARA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(ODAWARA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Yarns and Cloth.

OHMI HONUNO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(OHMI CANVAS CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Canvas, Fine Thread Cloth and Cotton Thread.
Office: Miyamaich Yahata Machi, Kami Gun, Shiga Pref. Established: April, 1907. Capital: Y.9,000,000. Paid up, Y.2,600,000. Reserve: Y.1,600,000. President: S. Mor; Managing Director: N. Nishikawa. Directors: J. Nishikawa, S. Fujii, S. Orozawa, G. Mori, I. Abe, K. Matsumura, T. Watanabe and T. Shimada. Workmen: 2,570. Power: Boilers, 14; Steam Engines, 12; Diesel Engines, 3; Electric Motors, 6 of 2,950 h.p. Machinery: Spinning Machines, 100; Twisters, 44; Weaving Machines, 575. Average Production: Cotton Canvas, 3,536,330 yards; Fine Thread Cloth, 142,070 tan; Cotton Thread, 24,940 bales.

OITA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(OITA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

OKABASHI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(OKABASHI CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloth and Towels.
ONO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(ONO WEAVING CO., LTD.)


OSAKA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(OSAKA SPINNING CO., LTD.)


OSAKA GODO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(OSAKA UNITED SPINNING CO., LTD.)


OSAKA MENGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(OSAKA COTTON INDUSTRY CO., LTD.)

JAPAN SECTION—COTTON SPINNING & WEAVING MILLS, ETC. 581

680; Work days, 140.2; Hrs. p.d. 16.40; Total output, 5,162,678 yds.; Output of loom p.d., 43.94 yds.; Yarn consumed, 991,290 lbs.; Waste yarn, 13,553 lbs.; Av. laborers p.d. male 126, fem. 604; Av. wages p.d., male Y.1.624, fem. Y.1.190; Products: Shirtings double width, 1,893,821 yds.; Cotton crepe, 2,712,157 yds.; Victoria lawn, 556,460 yds.

Capital: Y.3,000,000; Paid up, Y.3,000,000; Reserve, Y.1,128,400; Fixed capital Y.2,482,887; Balance brought forward Y.154,602; Net profit Y.218,706; Y.300,000; Term reserve Y.21,500; Carried forward, Y.20,808; Annual div., 12 per cent. and 8 per cent extra. Trade Marks for Exports: W all counts, Camel, all counts.

OSAKA ORIMONO KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OSAKA CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)


OSAKI ORIMONO KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OSAKI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)


OSAKI ORIMONO KOJO GOMEI KAISHA

(OSAKI WEAVING WORKS)

Manufacturing Cotton cloth, and “Moka” Cotton cloth.


OSHIMA ORIMONO KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OSHIMA CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)


OTAKE GOMEI KAISHA

(OTAKE WEAVING AND DYING PARTNERSHIP)


OTA SHOKU FU KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OSAKI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)


OTORI SHOKU FU KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OTORI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing “Kohansu” White Crepe.


OTSUKA SHOTEN KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OTSUKA SHOP, LTD.)

Manufacturing Crepés.


OTSU ORIMONO KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OTSU TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton and Woolen Cloth.

Office: Otsu Machi, Senboku Gun, Osaka Pref. Established: April, 1916. Capital: Y.100,000; Paid up, Y.947,225; Reserve, Y.27,000; Fixed capital, Y.140,086; Balance brought forward, Y.131,647; Net profit, Y.121,452; Carried forward, Y.253,086. Directors: O. Ogawa, T. Masunori and Y. Kawai. Workmen: 102; Steam Engine, 1 of 55 h.p.; Motor, 1 of 20 h.p.; Mill: Ichikawa Daimecho, Yatsuho-gun, Yama-nashi Pref. Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 1,462 kwan; American, 118 kwan; Chinese, 1,390 kwan; Korean, 20 kwan; Total, 2,960 kwan.

OWARI SHOKU FU KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OWARI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton cloth.


OZAI BOSEKI KUBASHIKI KAISHA

(OZAI SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton and Woolen Cloth and Yarn.


OZU TATEBAYASHI KIGYO KUBASHIKI KAISHA BOSEKI KOJO

(OZU TATEBAYASHI WEAVING CO., LTD., SPINNING WORKS)

Manufacturing Cotton yarn.

Average Production: 2,100,000 yen.

Spinning Machines, 53; 20,496 Spindles, Twist Machines, 22; 8,038 Spindles.

Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 71,363 kwan; American, 98,722 kwan; Total, 170,085 kwan. Output first half 1921: 2,967,046 bales. Exports all Counts: 164.0 bales. Trade Marks for Exports: Chrysanthemum, all counts.

RYOBI KENMO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(RYOBISILK AND WOOLEN SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Silk, Cotton and Woolen Textiles.


RYOKAWA KIYO SHO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(RYOKAWA LOOM WORKS CO., LTD.)


RYOMO BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(RYOMO SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing “Chijimi” Cloth and Silk, Cotton, Woolen Yarns.


RYOMO SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(RYOMO SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Silk and Cotton Textiles.


SAGA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(SAGA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton yarns and Textiles.

Average Production: Y.2,043,657 bales.

Office: Kanno, Kanno Mura, Saga Gun, Saga Pref. Branches: 2 chome, Sueyoshibashi-dori, Minami-ku, Osaka. Established: December, 1916. Capital: Y.5,000,000; Paid up, Y.3,500,000; Reserve, Y.68,886; Fixed capital, Y.3,108,386; Balance brought forward, Y.68,681; Net profit, Y.1,229,167; Term reserve, Y.1,500; Carried forward, Y.30,410. President: K. Hashimoto. Managing Director: M. Ida. Directors: F. Takamori, H. Itami and T. Kawaozoe. Auditors: S. Mori and R. Yashio. Engineer: T. Mura. Manager: J. Hattori. Vice-managers: K. Omori. Workmen: 1,497; motors, 3 of 150 h.p.; 2 of 125 h.p.; 1 of 100 h.p.; 2 of 70 h.p.; 3 of 60 h.p.; 2 of 40 h.p.; 2 of 30 h.p.; 1 of 20 h.p.; 1 of 15 h.p.; 8 of 10 h.p.; 1 of 7 h.p.; 3 of 3 h.p.; boilers, 3; Cotton mixing machines, 5; cotton beating machines, 7; cotton combing machines, 62; Spinning machines, 161; spinners, 32,344; thrown thread machine twisting machines, 6; packing machines, 3; ball winding machines, 4; rewinding machines, 4; warping machines, 4; etc.; carding machines, 3; looms, 705; finishing machines, 6; cord machines, 93.

SAGAMI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(SAGAMI SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns of 40's, 32's, 20's, 16's 10's, 8's, 6's and 4's.


Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 159,543; American, 1,034,984 bales; Chinese, 33,381 kwan; Korean, 11,910 kwan; Total, 419,868 bales. Total Output first half 1921: 7,523,000 bales. Exports: 296,000 bales.

SAIDAIJII ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(SAIDAIJII WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)


SAITAMA KENMEM KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(SAITAMA SILK-COTTON INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing thread, textile, thrown thread.


SAITAMA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(SAITAMA WOVEN CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing white cloth, sanitary cloth.

Average Production: Y.120,385 bales.


SAKAI GOMEI KAISHA

(SAKAI PARTNERSHIP)

Manufacturing textiles.

Average Production: 1,800,000 yards.

SAKATA KINU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sakata Woven Silk Goods Co., Ltd.)
Office: Sakata machi, Akuni Gun, Yamagata Pref.
Established: November, 1918. Capital: Y.200,000
Paid up, Y.100,000. Representative Director: K. Murata.

SANBI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sanbi Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)

SAN-IN BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(San-in Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing cotton yarns and textiles.
Established: December, 1918. Capital: Y.2,000,000
Paid up, Y.1,639,250; Debentures and Loan, Y.1,358,071; Fixed capital, Y.1,502,462; Balance brought forward, Y.771,125; Net profit, Y.131,051; Carried forward, Y.902,176. Representative Directors: S. Kondo and T. Yoshimura.

SANJO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sanjo Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing white cotton, striped cotton and semi-cotton cloth.

SANKO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sanko Spinning Co., Ltd.)
Office: 1, 1 chome, Eirakuncho, Kyobashi Ku, Tokyo.
Established: December, 1910. Capital: Y.3,000,000

SANRO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sanko Spinning Co., Ltd.)
Office: Sano machi, Sennan Gun, Osaka Pref.
Shop: 124 Kita machi, Kishiwada machi, Sennan Gun, Osaka Pref. Established: November, 1919. Capital: Y.5,000,000

SANJO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sanjo Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing cotton cloth.

SANTU SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Santo Waving Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing cotton textiles.
Paid up, Y.125,000. Directors: E. Tajiri, E. Yamagata, M. Kiyama, K. Tsunoda, S. Kuwayama and M. Miyamoto.

SANYO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sanyo Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)
Office: 52 Kuro, Kuro Mura, Kanzaki Gun, Hyogo Pref. Established: July, 1918. Capital: Y.500,000
Gas engine, 1 of 25 h.p.

SANYO WATA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Himeji Shiten)
Average Production: Y.150,000.

SANREN ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sanren Woven Goods Co., Ltd.)

SASAKAWA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Sasakawa Spinning Co., Ltd.)
Manufacturing cotton yarns and textiles.
Office: 1929 Kamada, Minato mura, Niimami Gun, Mie Pref. Established: April, 1918. Capital: Y.1,000,000

SAITO SOKEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Weaving Factory of the Sato Partnership)
Manufacturing Cotton textiles.
Average Production: Y.150,000.

SATSUMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SATSUMA WOVEN GOODS CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing textiles.

SEIFU KOJO
(Manufacturing Kinsha Cloth.

SEIJO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SEIJO WOVEN CO., LTD.)


SEIKO SHA ORIMONO JO
(SEIKO SHA WOVEN WORKS)

Manufacturing Damask, Figured Cotton Cloth (for export), Gas Damask Cloth, Cloth for Hakames. 

SEISATSU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SEISATSU WOVEN CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Ohahina Pongee, and Figured and Striped Cloth.

SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SEISHOKU CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Cloth.
Average Production : Y.1,000,000.
Office : 102, Nitta, Ohba, Chaya Machi, Tokubo Gun, Okayama Pref. Established : May, 1880. Capital : Y.750,000; Paid up, Y.450,000; Reserve, Y.326,449. President : H. Nakamura. Managing Director : S. Himet. Directors : M. Ishii and G. Hoshijima. Workmen : 370; Cornish Boilers, 3; Steam Engine, 2; Motors, 4; Hand looms, 120; Foot looms, 20; Branch Works : 387, Hama, Masu Mura, Tekubo Gun, Okayama Pref.

SEIZO SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SEIZO WOVEN CO., LTD.)


SEKIO BOSHOKU GOMEI KAISHA #
(SEKIO WEAVING AND SPINNING CO.)

Average Production : Y.500,000.

SEKIZAI SHOKUFU KOJO GOMEI KAISHA
(SEKIZAI WEAVING WORKS)

Manufacturing Cotton Cloth and Flannel.
Average Production : 32,000 tan.

SENDAIHIRA KIGYOU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SENDAIHIRA WOVEN CO., LTD.)


SENDAI SENSOKU SEIMEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SENDAI DYING, WEAVING AND COTTON MFG. CO., LTD.)


SENPO MENPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SENPO COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton thread, Cloth.


SENPOKU SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SENPOKU WOVEN CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing White Cotton.

SENSHU KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SENSHU WOVEN CO., LTD.)

SENSHU ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SENSHU WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Extra wide Cotton, Rough Cloth, T-cloth and Narrow Cotton cloth.
Main Works: Lancashire Boilers, 4 of 130 lb.; Steam Engine, 1 of 120 h.p.; 1 of 80 h.p.; Generator, 1 of 50 h.p.; Toyoda Type wide looms, 550; Drying Machine, 1; Calendars, 2; Shearing, 2; Brushing, 1; Hydraulic Press, 1; other Machines, 2.
Tsukishima Branch Works: Lancashire Boilers, 3; Steam Engine, 1 of 400 h.p.; Generator, 1 of 50 k.w.; Toyoda Type Wide Looms, 484; Narrow Looms, 300; Dryer, 2; Calendar, 2; Shearing, 3; Drum Winder, 1; Damping Machine, 1; Stamping Machine, 1; Hydraulic Press, 1; Other Machines, 3.
Nagataki Branch Works: Cornish Boiler, 1; Harada Wide Loom, 193; Atlas Engine, 1 of 25 h.p.; Generator, 1 of 4 k.w.
Takaishi Branch Works: Takaishi Mura, Senpoku Gun, Osaka Pref.
Nagataki Branch Works: Nagataki Mura, Sennan Gun, Osaka Pref.

SHIBUKAWA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHIBUKAWA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

SHIBUYA KIGYO JO
(SHIBUYA WEAVING WORKS)
Manufacturing Silk Cloth.

SHIKOKU BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHOKOKU SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

SHIMAHERA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHIMAHERA WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing White Cotton Cloth and Towelling. Average Production: Towels, 78,000 Dozens; T-cloth, 19,000 tan.
Office: 7093 Shimaheara Mura, Minami Koriyama Gun, Nagasaki Pref. Established: December, 1916. Capital: Y.200,000; Paid up, Y.100,000; Reserve, Y.2,563. President: J. Yanada. Managing Director: Y. Sato and T. Ohmachi. Directors: R. Joda, K. Honda and T. Nakamura. Workmen: 150; Gas Engine, 1 of 100 h.p.; Boilers, 2; Motor, 1; T-cloth looms, 150; Towel looms, 30; Paste Machine, 1; Warping Machines, 7; Reeling Machines, 7.

SHIMAZAKI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHIMAWEAVING CO., LTD.)

SHINANO CHIRIMEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHINANO CHIRIMEN CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Crepe, silk cloth and dyeing.

SHINANO KENSHI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHINANO SILK YARN SPINNING CO., LTD.)
SHINDO TOWEL GOMEI KAISHA
(SHINDO TOWEL Co.)
Manufacturing Cotton Towels and White Cottons.

SHINTATSUYA KOJO
(SHINTATSUYA Works)
Manufacturing Small width Towelling.

SHIROHATA KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHIROHATA WEAVING CO., LTD.)

SHIROHATA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHIROHATA WEAVING CO., LTD.)

SHIRONO SHOKUFU KOJO
(SHIRONO WEAVING WORKS)
Manufacturing Cotton-flannels.

SHIZUOKA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHIZUOKA WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Indigo Cloth.
Average Production: Y.145,311.

SHOJI MONPA BOSHOKU KOJO
(SHOJI COTTON-FLANNEL SPINNING AND WEAVING WORKS)
Manufacturing Cotton-flannels.

SHUSO SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SHUSO WEAVING CO., LTD.)

SOHI MEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(PRODUCING MULBERRY FIBER)

SOKA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SOKA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing General Textiles.

SOMA SHOKAI GOSHI KAISHA
Omalya Shoku fu Kojo
(SOMA SHOKAI, OMITA WEAVING WORKS)

SOSHA SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SOSHA CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Textiles.

SUBO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SUBO WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Cotton Cloth, Striped Cotton Cloth, Cotton Serge.
Average Production: Y.2,500,000.
Office: Kiga, Hotel Machi, Tanba Gun, Aichi Pref. Established: January, 1907. Capital: Y.250,000. Representative Directors: T. Sugimoto and M. Sugimoto. Workmen: 430; Motors, 2 of 50 h.p.; Gas Engine, 2 of 105 h.p.; Looms, 200; Tube Rollers, 18; Sizing Machine, 1; Generator, 2; Steam Boiler, 1.

SUGIMOTO SHOTEN GOMEI KAISHA,
HOTEI KOJO
(HOTEL WORKS OF THE SUGIMOTO SHOP)
Manufacturing Calicos, Serges, T-cloths.
Average Production: Y.2,500,000.
Office: Kiga, Hotel Machi, Tanba Gun, Aichi Pref. Established: January, 1907. Capital: Y.250,000. Representative Directors: T. Sugimoto and M. Sugimoto. Workmen: 430; Motors, 2 of 50 h.p.; Gas Engine, 2 of 105 h.p.; Looms, 200; Tube Rollers, 18; Sizing Machine, 1; Generator, 2; Steam Boiler, 1.

SUMIYOSHI MENGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(SUMIYOSHI COTTON WEAVING CO., LTD.)
SUZUKI ORIMONO KOJO
(SUZUKI WEAVING WORKS)


SUZUKI SHYOKU FU KOJO
(SUZUKI WEAVING WORKS)


TAIGEN BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAIGEN SPINNING CO., LTD.)


TAIHEI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAIHEI SPINNING CO., LTD.)


TAISEI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAISEI TEXTILE CO., LTD.)


TAISHO MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAISHO COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)


TAISHO MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAISHO COTTON CLOTH CO., LTD.)


TAISHO SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAISHO COTTON WEAVING CO., LTD.)


TAJIRI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAJIRI TEXTILE CO., LTD.)


TAKAMINE ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAKAMINE TEXTILE CO., LTD.)


TAKAOKA UCHIWATA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAKAOKA COTTON BEATING CO., LTD.)

Office: 65 Sakae machi, Takaoka City, Toyama Pref. Branch: Matsushima cho, Nishi Ku, Osaka City. Odoru Branch: 3, Aoi machi, Odoru City, Hokkaido. Hankow Branch: French Concession, Hankow. Established: December, 1907. Capital: Y.1,000,000; Paid up, Y.750,000. President: K. Morooka. Managing Director: I. Sakurai. Directors: D. Sugano, T. Kuma, T. Honma, S. Morooka and Y. Hara. Manager: Y. Shima. Workmen: 114; Motor, 1 of 60 h.p.; transformer, 1; Dobson's carders, 10; mixer, 1; cushion cotton machines, 6; spindle grinders, 1; spindle winders, 1; rolls, 7; packing machines, 3; rough spinning machine, 1; condenser, 3; etc.

TAKAYA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TAKAYA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

TATEUCHI KICYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Takeuchi Textile Industrial Co., Ltd.)


TATEUCHI MEMSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Takeuchi Cotton Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Office: Hon Machi, Maebashi City, Gunma Pref. Established: November, 1918. Capital: Y.1,000,000; Paid up, Y.600,000. Directors: K. Takeuchi, K. Onozato and S. Takeuchi.

TAMAKI MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tamaki Cotton Cloth Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton Flannel.


TANGO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tango Textile Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Silk Textiles.

Average Production: 1,800 kwan.


TANI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tani Spinning Co., Ltd.)


TARUI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tarui Spinning Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton yarn and Cloth.


TARUI MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tarui Cotton Cloth Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton Cloth and Cotton Blankets.


TATEBAYASHI MARUHICHI KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tatebayashi Maruhichi Industrial Co., Ltd.)


TATSUNO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tatsuno Spinning Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton Yarn and cloth.


TAWARAYA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(Tawaraya Textile Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing Cotton Flannel.


TEIKOKU BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TEIKOKU SPINNING Co., Ltd.)


TEIKOKU BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TEIKOKU SPINNING AND WEAVING Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton and woolen yarns and cloth.


TEIKOKU SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TEIKOKU WEAVING Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton textiles.


TEIKOKU SHOKU-FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TEIKOKU WEAVING Co., Ltd.)
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TENMA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TENMA SPINNING AND WEAVING Co., LTD.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns and textiles, cotton damask, calico, flannel.

Office: 225 Ichoine, Tenma-bashi suji, Nishi, Kita Ku, Osaka. Established: July, 1920. Capital: Y. 2,750,000; Paid up, Y.2,750,000; Fixed capital, Y.2,696,097; Redemption fund, Y.130,000; Balance brought forward, Y.3,539; Net profit, Y.161,186; Bonus, Y.137,500; Term reserve, Y.30,000; Carried forward, Y.6,545; Annual div. 10 per cent. and 10 per cent. preference.


Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 38,537 kwan; American, 16,520 kwan; Annam and Saigon, 553 kwan.

Korean, 11,489 kwan. Total, 67,133 kwan, Output, first half 1921: 12,960 bales. No. of looms, 980; Work days, 528; Hrs. p.d., 11; Total output, 1,175,290 yds.; Output of loom p.d., 44.24 yds.; Yarn consumed, 491,880 lb.; Waste cotton, 4,858 lb.; Av. laborers p.d., male 149, fem. 583; Av. wages p.d., male Y.1,680, fem. Y.1,028. Products: T-cloth, 57,124 yds.; Raw cloth, 152,767 yds.; Drill, 1,030,584 yds.; Coarse cloth, 192,501 yds.; Japane Marka for Exports: Drills, Moon and Star, Moon and Bare, Moon and Elephant; Raw cloth, 3 T., Dragan; Thin drill, Chrysanthemum and Star, Chrysanthemum and Star 44, Musical Instrument, Sheep.

TENMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TENMA WEAVING Co., LTD.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns and textiles.


Capital: Y.5,000,000; Paid up, Y.3,600,000; Reserve fund, Y.1,600,417; Fixed capital, Y.2,344,447; Shares p.v. 50; Balance brought forward, Y.701,127; Net profit, Y.505,381; Bonus, Y.437,500; Term reserve, Y.65,000; Carried forward, Y.704,008; Annual div., 10 per cent. and 10 per cent. extra.

TENRYU KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TENRYU TEXTILE Co., LTD.)


TENRYU SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TENRYU WEAVING Co., LTD.)


TERADA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TERADA SPINNING Co., LTD.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns and textiles, cotton damaske, calico, flannel.

Office and Mill: Tsuda, Azago mura, Sennan Gun, Osaka Pref. Established: August, 1915. Capital: Y.1,000,000; Paid up, Y.1,000,000; Reserve, Y.240,000; Fixed capital, Y.396,520; Balance brought forward, Y.24,753; Net profits, Y.69,208; Bonus, Y.59,000; Term reserve, Y.30,000; Carried forward, Y.13,968; Annual dividend, 10 per cent. Trade Marks for Exports: Two Cranes, 20's. President: R. Torada. Directors: K. Torada and J. Torada. Spindles, ring 12,040.


TERADA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TERADA WEAVING Co., LTD.)

Manufacturing yarns and textiles.


TOA SEIMEN KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(EASTERN ASIA REFINED COTTON INDUSTRIAL Co., LTD.)


TODA BOSHOKU SHO KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TODA SPINNING and WEAVING WORKS Co., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Yarn and Cloth.

Average Production: Cotton yarn, 4,000 kori; Cotton cloth, 156,000 tan.


TODE BUSSAN KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TODE PRODUCTION Co., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Textiles.

TODE ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TODE WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Silk and Cotton Textiles.

TOKA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

TOKA ORIMONO GOSHI KAISHA
(TOKA WEAVING CO.)
Manufacturing Silk textiles for export to Indo-China. Average Production: 1,200,000 yen.

TOKOROZAWA SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKOROZAWA WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing All kinds of Textiles.

TOKUMAI KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKUMAI WEAVING CO., LTD.)

TOKYO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKYO SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Nishikawa Mill: Uneshimamura, Minamiaichi-gun, Tokyo. Spindles: 18,000; text. 8,000. Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 135,057 kwan; American, 6,704 kwan; Korean, 3,146 kwan. Total output 144,925 kwan. Total output 1st half 1929: 2,522 bales. Exports: 230 bales. No. of looms, 75. Work days, 55.0; Hrs. p.d. 10. Total output, 127,626 yds; Output of loom p.d. 31.00 yds; Yard consumed 37,931 lbs; Waste yarn 1,158; Av. laborers p.d. male 8, female 66; Av. wages p.d. male Y.1,605; female Y.961; Products: Shirtings, treble width, 26,235 yds, Cotton shirtings, 101,688 yds.

TOKYO CALICO SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKYO CALICO WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Calico and Cotton yarn. Average Production: 13,103 Kori; Cotton Cloth. 10,796,193 Yards.

TOKYO MUSLIN BOSHIKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKYO MUSLIN WEAVING & SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing muslins, calico, cotton yarns, textiles, etc.

TOKYO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKYO WEAVING CO., LTD.)

TOKYO SENSHOSTUKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKYO DYEING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)
Office: 14 Nihonmachi, Kakigara Cho, Nihonbashiku-ku, Tokyo. Established: June, 1918. Capital: Y.4,000,000; paid up, Y.1,000,000. Reserve: Y.2,500. President: H.

TOKYO SUMIDAGAWA KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOKYO SUMIDA RIVER INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Figured Cotton textiles, "Chugata" and "Urashi".
Office: 2873 Terashima Mura, Minami Katsushika Gun, Tokyo Pref. Established: October, 1916. Capital: Y.200,000; paid up, Y.150,000. Representative Director: S. Nagashima. Directors: Y. Maeda, S. Yamasaki and S. Okada. Boilers, 2, Motors, 7; Dyeing Machine, 1; Cleaning Machines, 2; Washing Machines, 3; Drying Machines, 2.

TOMIOKA HABUTAI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOMIOKA HABUTAI SILK CO., LTD.)

TOMIOKA KICYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOMIOKA WEAVING CO., LTD.)

TOMIOKA SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOMIOKA WEAVING CO., LTD.)

TOSA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOSA SPINNING CO., LTD.)

TOSAKA HONUNO KOJO
(TOSAKA CANVAS FACTORY)
Manufacturing Cotton Canvas.

TOSAN ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOSAN WEAVING CO., LTD.)

TOTTORI SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOTTORI WEAVING CO., LTD.)

TOYAMA PREFECTURE ORIMONO MOHAN KOJO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(TOYAMA PREFECTURAL WEAING CO., LTD.)

TOYO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(ORIENTAL SPINNING CO., LTD.)

TOYO BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(ORIENTAL SPINNING CO., LTD.)
Manufacturing Silk and Cotton textiles and yarns. Average Production: Cotton thread, 324,184 Kori; Cotton Cloth, 224,315,704 Yards.

TOYO ORIMONO TOWEL KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(ORENATAL CLOTH WEAVING AND TOWEL CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Silk, Cotton, Woolen and Linen cloth and Towels.

Office: 2172 Nishi Sugamo Machi, Kita Toshimah Gun, Tokyo Pref.
Established: September, 1919.
Capital: Y.300,000; all paid up. Director: M. Sode, T. Matsumoto, S. Furukawa and G. Ito.

TOYO SEI FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(ORENATAL CLOTH MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton yarn.


TOYO SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(ORENATAL CLOTH MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.)


TOYOTA BOSHUKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TOYOTA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton cloth and yarn.


TSUJI BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

(TSUJI SPINNING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton yarns, Textiles and Calico.
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**TSURUOKA KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Tsuruoka Textile Industrial Co., Ltd.)


**TSURUOKA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Tsuruoka Textile Co., Ltd.)


**TSUSHIMA SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Tsushima Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)


**UBE BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Ube Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)


**UEMATSU SEISHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Uematu Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.)


**UEMURA KIGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Uemura Textile Industrial Co., Ltd.)


**UTSUMI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Utsumi Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)

Manufacturing cotton yarns & textiles. Head Office and Mill: Naka, Utsunomiya, Kaiso-gun, Kawaayama. Spindles, ring, 8,394. Established: September, 1913. Capital: Y.2,500,000; paid up, Y.1,375,000. Reserve: Y.658,000; Fixed capital, Y.1,011,654; Redemption fund, Y.20,000; Balance brought forward, Y.156,865; Net profit, Y.133,068; Bonus, Y.123,750; Term reserve, Y.20,000; Carried forward, Y.146,183; Annual div. 18 per cent. President: S. Kinoshita. Directors: T. Mueda, S. Shimizu, J. Kinoshita, and K. Tanimaki. Auditors: S. Shimizu and H. Ishibashi. Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 135,453 kwan; American, 23,651 kwan; Chinese, 37,745 kwan; Others, 5,093 kwan; Total 201,543 kwan. Total Output: 1st half 1921: 3,432. 5 bales. Looms, 551; Work days 158; hrs. p.d. 13.20; Total Output, 4,589,886 yds.; output of loom p.d. 52.83; Yarn consumed, 1,478,311 lbs.; Waste yarn, 61,831 lbs.; Av. laborers p.d. male 57; fem. 442; Av. wages p.d. male Y.1,488; fem. Y.915; Products: flannel, 4,589,886 yds.

**UZEN ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Uzen Textile Co., Ltd.)


**WAHATSU SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Wahatsu Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)


**WAKASA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Wakasa Textile Co., Ltd.)


**WAKAYAMA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**

(Wakayama Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)


**WAKAYAMA MEMPU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Wakayama Cotton Cloth Co., Ltd.)

**WAKAYAMA SEISHOKU KOJO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Wakayama Weaving Works Co., Ltd.)

**WASHIZU BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Washizu Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd.)

**YAGI YOSABURO KOJO**
(Yagi Yosaburo Works)
Manufacturing "Habotai" Silk and Cotton Textiles. Average Production: Habotai, 3,000 kwan; Cotton Cloth, 34,000 kwan. Office: Higashi Yosai Mura, Asuha Gun, Fuku Pref. Established: March, 1887. Representative Director: Y. Yagi. Workmen: 48; Motor, 1 of 8 h.p.; Looms, 50; Warping Machine, 2; Thread Twisting Machines, 10; Reeling Machines, 3.

**YAKAKE SHOKUJU**
(Yakake Cloth Weaving Co., Ltd.)

**YAMADA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Yamada Textile Co., Ltd.)

**YAMAMOTO BOSEKI SHO**
(Yamamoto Spinning Works)

Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 34,571 kwan; American, 11,150 kwan; Korean, 3,058 kwan; Total, 48,778 kwan. Output, 1st half 1921: 843.5 bales. Exports, all Counts, 13.9 bales.

**YAMANAKA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Yamanaka Textile Co., Ltd.)

**YAMANAKA SEIENSHO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Yamanaka Cotton Mfg. Co., Ltd.)

**YAMANO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Yamano Textile Co., Ltd.)

**YAMANI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Yamani Textile Co., Ltd.)

**YAMATAKI ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Yamataki Textile Co.)

**YAMATO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA**
(Yamato Textile Co., Ltd.)

**YAMAZUMI BOSEIKISHO**
(Yamazumi Spinning Co.)

Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 72,888 kwan; Total, 72,883 kwan. Total Output 1st half 1921: 1,246 bales. Exports: 25 bales.
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YANAGAWA BOSEKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YANAGAWA SPINNING CO., LTD.)


YASODA ORIMONO KOJO
(YASODA TEXTILE WORKS)

Manufacturing "Hakama" Cloth for School Girls.
Average Production: 4,000 Tan; 45 yard per one Tan.
Office: Awawa Mura, Senann Gun, Osaka Pref. Established: August, 1918. Capital: Y.3,000, paid up. Representative Director: S. Yasoda. Workmen: 70; Motor, 1 of 1 h.p.; Hand Weaving Looms, 60; Twisting Machines, 2; "Tatamaki" Machines, 2; and 2 other Machines.
Branch Works: Minejizo, Senann Gun, Osaka Pref.

YODOKAWA SHOKUFU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YODOKAWA CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Towels and Cotton Textiles.

YOKKAICHI BOSEKI GOSHI KAISHA
(YOKKAICHI SPINNING CO., LTD.)


Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 18,605 kwan; American, 8,221 kwan; Chinese, 8,947 kwan; Korean, 398 kwan; Others, 58 kwan. Total, 37,229 kwan. Total Output first half 1921: 624 bales.

YOKKAICHI SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YOKKAICHI CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Textiles and Dyeng.

YOKOSHO ORIMONO KOJO
(YOKOSHO TEXTILE WORKS)

Manufacturing Cotton and Woolen Cloth.
Average Production: 30,000 Mils.

YOKOYAMA ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YOKOYAMA TEXTILE CO., LTD.)


YOSHIDA SHOKU FU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YOSHIDA CLOTH WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Textiles.

YOSHIKI BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YOSHIKI SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

Office and Mill: Yoshimi, Taiji Mura, Senann Gun, Osaka Pref. Established: January, 1914. Capital: Y.4,000,000; paid up, Y.4,000,000; Reserve, Y.220,000; Fixed capital, Y.1,178,722; Redemption fund, Y.275; Balance brought forward, Y.91,535; Net profit, Y.6,804; Carried forward, Y.97,539. President: F. Taniguchi. Directors: E. Toki, Y. Miyagawa. Mill: Spindles, ring, 10,240.

Consumption of Cotton: Indian, 63,664 kwan, American 65,394 kwan; Korean, 18,530 kwan, Total, 147,588 kwan. Output 1st half 1921: 2,620.5 bales. No. of looms, 330. Work days, 155; Hrs. p.d. 20.20; Total output, 5,878,188 yds.; Output of loom p.d. 74.51 yds.; Yarn consumed, 1,045,717 lvs.; Waste yarn, 18,140; Av. laborers p.d. male, 153, fem. 395; Av. wages p.d. male Y.1,268, fem Y.1,097; Products: Raw cloth, 468,135 yds.; Thick shirtings, 346,518 yds.; Cotton shirtings, 3,065,353 yds.

YOSHIKOSHO KAISHA
(YOSHIKOSHO TEXTILE WORKS)

Manufacturing Calico.

YOSHINO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YOSHINO TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Cloth.

YOSHINO YORITO ORIMONO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YOSHINO TEXTILE CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing Cotton Satin.
Average Production: 250,000 Yen.

YOSHIWARA BOSHOKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YOSHIWARA SPINNING AND WEAVING CO., LTD.)

YUTAKAORI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(YUTAKAORI CLOTH CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing "yutakori," a kind of carpet.

AICHI TAMAITO KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(AICHI DOUTION CO., LTD.)

Manufacturing dupion.

AJIYA SEISHI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(ASIA REELING CO., LTD.)


AMAKUSA SEISHI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
(AMAKUSA REELING CO., LTD.)